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        COTTAGE INSTRUCTIONS               ILMAJÄRVI COTTAGE    

Ilmajärvi is a popular resort area of Ruokolahti, where you can enjoy clean nature and relax from 
urban noise and bustle. People come here to relax in the absolute silence of this place. 

The exact address of the cottage is Kempinniementie 61C, 56440 Pohja Lankila. 

White metal arrows with the logo of Finland Lake Cottages and the name of the cottage will easily 
help you get to the place. 

The maximum capacity of the cottage is 6 + 2, the sofa is easily transformed into a double bed, new 
sets of high-quality pillows (with pillows) and blankets (including a cot) are prepared in the cottage. 

All guests bring their own set (sheet, pillow case, duvet cover, towels) or 
order it at the day of booking at price 15 euros per person.  

Check in and Checkout: arrival 16.00, departure 12.00 

The entrance code is sent 1 hour before arrival. Code box is located near the front door. 

A full basket of dry firewood for the chimney is prepared in the cottage. If you think you may 
need more you can order it at the day of booking 1 or 2 baskets at 10 euros 
per unit. 

Please bring your own carbon for BBQ cooking in the grill house. 

WATER 

We are proud of our clean drinking water from our own 72 m deep well.  

You can safely pour hot water directly into a kettle or pan. 

Please open safety tap behind the WC bowl to run the water. Close it before leaving 

WIFI 

100 mb unlimited internet from DNA 

Number +358 41 4912232 

Net: Mokkula-2G-7GH6HHY 

Password 94994421362 

A roof antenna is installed to accept and broadcast all Finnish channels, you can also take a laptop 
with you and watch everything you like using an HDMI cable (in the cabinet). 
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AIR 

The air in the cottage is controlled by a forced ventilation system with a recuperator. Ventilation is 
switched on the kitchen hood. 

COTTAGE HEATING 

The cottage is heated by Siemens electric radiators connected in a single circuit. However, you can set 
any temperature on each radiator manually. Before leaving, please put radiators on + 14 (September-
May) 

Due to the large floor area, the heating of the rooms is slow, I recommend with lit the chimney first to 
heat the cottage quickly after arriving in the cold season. To keep the bathroom warm, keep its door 
open. 

TULIKIVI CHIMNEY 

The fireplace is designed to get comfortable and dry air in the room, not as the main source of 
heating. 

First, light some paper or newspaper to do draft in the chimney. Both upper and lower flaps must be 
open. 

As you ignite and set a constant fire after about 30-40 minutes, you can close the central shutter, 
while reducing the position of the lower shutter slightly. Tulikivi is economical long-term burning 
chimney. 

 Put firewood horizontally (no more than 2-3) with next only after the previous ones break up into 
large coals. If you warm up chimney stone- talcomagnesite properly, it will begin to give heat to the 
cottage. Do not heat the fireplace for more than 4-5 hours, overheating the stone will have no effect 
except for its possible deformation and damage. 

Long-term economical burning of firewood is obtained with a completely closed lower flap and slightly 
closing upper flap. Be sure you close upper flap completely only when all coal remains got completely 
black! 

If you follow all instructions, you’ll get +25-27C for 48 hours minimum. 

If you have any questions, please open the manufacturer's fireplace manual in your own language  

SAUNA 

To start heating sauna, set the left switch of Harvia stove to MAX position - sauna warms up to 90C in 
45 min. Turn the right switch clockwise (timer) to 2-3. At the end, return switches to their starting 
positions. 

For aromatic oils and sauna drops, use a stone pot on the Harvia stove, do not pour water on the open 
heating elements of the sauna stove. 

The recommended temperature (80-90C) and healthy sauna effect is achieved by opened floor and 
closed ceiling ventilation. 

Important!! While using sauna and after, please keep the sauna door closed as well as the shower 
cabin doors, the rubber seal of the doors are very sensitive to high temperature. 

GRILL HOUSE AND BBQ 

Use your own carbon/coal for BBQ. After using, please return all accessories back, put remains of hot 
coal and ash into a special black metal bucket, do not throw hot coal or ash outside to avoid fire! 

Before you leave, take the black bucket coal and ash remains into your waste bag. 

FISHING 



License is not needed only for float road fishing and if you are younger 16 and older 65 years 

For the rest you can buy it online https://kalastusluvat.kalapaikka.net/osta-kalastuslupa-e/ 

All boat accessories: scoop, oars, anchor and life jackets are in the grill house. After using the boat, 
please put everything back. 

Always put life jackets on the lake, return them back, please, to the same place fastened. 

Guests can use “Terhi” 3.85m. rowing boat, with a capacity of 4 people 

You can bring your electric motor or gasoline motor up to 6 hp for fishing 

NOT ALLOWED! 

- Noise and loud music, quiet time from 22.00-8.00, respect the neighbours on the lake!!! 

-Chop and cut trees and branches for BBQ on the plot. 

- Throw hot coals and ash after BBQ in the wood 

- clean fish on the pier and leave scales and fish remains 

- don’t invade neighbours, keep a polite distance on water about 100 m 

BEFORE DEPARTURE 

-Close all windows 

-set the refrigerator to position 1.5 

- disconnect all unused electrical appliances from the sockets. 

- take all your waste with you 

-don't forget your personal belongings 

-Return the cottage key to the code box. 

For waste collection, use the nearest garbage bins: (on the main road) 

1. Turn right -6.5 km left towards Virmutjoki (Left side) 

2. Left turn - 7 km behind Cafe Kapalamäki in Pohja Lankila. (Right side) 

DEPOSIT RETURN 

For all bookings except Airbnb- deposit of EUR 150 will be returned to your account 1-2 days after 
checking and cleaning the cottage. 

I would be very grateful if you would leave a few words about your stay in the 
guest book! 

I am always available 24/7 to help you! 
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